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How can certain songs carry us through a tough workout, comfort us after a breakup, or unite
50,000 diverse fans? In this fascinating field guide, neuroscientist and opera singer Indre
Viskontas investigates what music is and how it can change us for the better—from deep in our
neurons to across our entire society. Whether hip-hop fans, classically trained pianists, or vinyl
collectors, readers will think about their favorite songs in a whole new way by the end of this
book. This is a vibrant and smart gift for any audiophile.

“Music is perhaps the strangest and most powerful of all human creations. It communicates
directly what cannot be expressed in words—our complex emotions and the richness of our
experience. Finally, Indre Viskontas, combining her deep knowledge of neuroscience and music,
has lifted the veil on the mysterious effects of music to move us, showing us not only how the
human brain creates the magical patterns of music but also why music has the power to affect
us like no other form of communication. An extremely important and inspiring book.” —Robert
Greene, best-selling author of The 48 Laws of Power“This brilliant little book is clear, lucid, and
easy to read. It is packed with fascinating information that I didn’t know, and I suspect most
people don’t know either. I shall give it to lots of friends.” —Jonathan Lynn, director of My Cousin
Vinny, co-writer of Yes, Minister and Yes, Prime Minister, comedy legend --This text refers to the
hardcover edition.About the AuthorIndre Viskontas, PhD, is the creative director of the Pasadena
Opera, host of the podcasts Cadence and Inquiring Minds, and a professor at the San Francisco
Conservatory of Music. She lives San Francisco. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Ebook Tops Reader, ““Music is and always should be for everyone” amen sister. Amen.. If you
like music in any way shape or form this book is for you. As a musician and educator it left me
energized and feeling inspired to become a better artist/teacher. It even gave me some ideas on
how to go about that. It’s a quick read with tons of information. Absolutely loved it!”

Jim Norcross, “Wonderful book, but, print is wayyyy too small for grown-ups to ever see.... Love
the content! Strongly dislike the format. I was expecting a book, not a greeting card with print
sooo small and poorly contrasted with the page color that I need an electron microscope to read
it!!! But, I am reading it because it is very interesting and good science, too.”

Peter Budzik, “A work of genius. Tremendous power of music”

The book by Indre Viskontas has a rating of  5 out of 3.6. 59 people have provided feedback.
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